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Make your
gift Camels.
if
America’s favorite
cigarette is sure to
please. The gay gift
package below contains
four boxes of the pop¬
ular flat fifties. No
i other wrapping j
needed.

r*

pT

Another
Camel way to say ™
"Merry Christmas”—
the famous Camel car¬
ton (10 packs of 20’s).
Hours of Camel’s mild,
flavorful smoking pleasure. All ready to
I
give—with place
p&k.
for name.

You’re
proud to present
pipe-smokers with ,
this big one-pound tin
of mild, rich-tasting
Prince Albert Smoking
Tobacco. Magnificent
in its Christmas jack¬
et. . . just right in
iy,
a pipe!

CAMELS

PRINCE ALBERT

„
There’s an added pleasure in giving Camels
™ at Christmas. You knoiv your gift will be so
genuinely welcome. More smokers prefer Camels
than any other cigarette. And that preference holds
for men in the Army, the Navy, the Marines, and
the Coast Guard, too! So remember those lads in
uniform . . . remember all the cigarette smokers on
your list. . . with the cigarette of costlier tobaccos
— Camels. Your choice of the package of four flat
fifties or the popular Camel carton.

joL If he smokes a pipe, a big, long-lasting pound
of cool-burning Prince Albert spells smoking
pleasure ’way into the New Year ... at camp, on
ship, at home. Prince Albert is choice tobacco, "no¬
bite” treated for mildness and "crimp cut.” It’s the
National Joy Smoke. There’s no other tobacco like
it. Your local dealer has two handsome Prince
Albert "specials” . . . the pound tin (above) or the
special glass humidor jar. (The humidor itself makes
a handsome gift!) Get yours today.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

GIFTS THAT ARE SURE TO PLEASE IN BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS WRAPPERS
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THE TOWERS AND THE TOWN
THE YELLOW HAND
The yellow hand of treachery has
struck from behind a cloak of peace.
Even as the Japanese "peace" emis¬
saries were in Washington stalling
for time with intent to lull America
into a sense of security, the yellow
hand struck with bombs on Pearl Har¬
bor- Not without precedent was this
new treachery. Hitler has used it
time and again. Mussolini preferred
to wait 'till his victim was prostrate
on her back before he dared to raise
his dagger. This time the blow has
been struck at us. Japan has aimed
a blow at the United States. America
sought peace. But as Patrick Henry
bnce said there is no peace. There
is war. War has been thrust upon
us—a war initiated by Japan and in¬
spired by Berlin- Both are our ene¬
mies—and America will deal with
both of them.
There is no turning
back now; now there will be no half
measures. Hitler and Japan will learn
what it means to knock the chip off
America's shoulder, even if she suc¬
ceeded initially by approaching with
stealth from behind. America will
fight. We fight for honor, for coun¬
try, for Democracy, for freedom, for
Christianity. We'll fight Rome, Berlin,
and Tokyo, and we'll fight them to
the finish.

THE SUCCESS OF A COLUMN
As we have been informed by no
less a personage than the author or
"It Says Here" that the success of a
column consists in its being imitated,
it would appear that we of the Eliot
staff are warranted with a like de¬
gree of modesty in congratulating
ourselves on the success of our psychoanylsis of the BMOC's appearing
in the November issue.
Courtney
Heineman, alias Corny Cheinaman,
adopted another alias perhaps as ap¬
propriate as the first, to quote Can
Garters Reid, and created a "Prophenstein" which he also termed "phychonnyics" for the purpose of be¬
stowing a few veiled compliments on
ourselves. We are doubly thankful
to said Mr. Heineman because we are
not only flattered by his attention, but
by the standard of the above-referredto author of the above-mentioned col¬
umn, we can now consider ourselves
a success.

WHO IS GALE ROBBINS?

BUSINESS AS USUAL
In this week of turmoil and in the
weeks to come, it is difficult for fac¬
ulty and student alike to keep their
hands to the wheel. War has been
declared, world-shaking events are
going on all about us. Many students
are worried over the possibility of
cancelation of all deferments, not that
any would hesitate a moment when
called. It is the uncertainty that is
up-setting. We must remember that
until our country summons us, we can
serve it best by attending to our work
here at school. Study hours should
be interrupted as little as possible by
radio news casts.
Exams are not
far away. That much is certain, and
regardless of what comes later, we
must face the present with calmness
and determination.

All of us wondered who the mys¬
terious beauty that appeared on the
front page of a recent issue of Student
Life could be. In vain we scanned
the length and breadth of the first
page, indeed of the entire four sheets.
Not a word. Not a phrase. Not even
the customary "Courtesy of Post Dis¬
patch." Just the exotic likeness of a
glamorous female, only this and noth¬
ing more. What an ingenious way to
fill in space we thought, for there was
not a hint of a reason d'etre... Finally
the mystery was solved. Gale Rob¬
bins is an ex-singer with Art Jarrett's band. Art played for the Mili¬
tary Ball. And Gale doesn't sing there
anymore- We're sure Art Jarrett must
have some other singer who is still
with the band. But then, Miss Rob¬
bins does take up a pretty piece of
space, and perhaps student life was
justified and declining to print "Gale
Robbins who used to sing with Art
Jarrett's band."

THE CHORUS MAKES THE COVER.
In our opinion the Washington U.
Chorus is the organization that has
made the greatest improvement over
last year.

Its leader, Charles Gallo¬

way, is the man who is responsible
for this up-turn after the rather dis¬
appointing showing of last year.

In

recognition of this fact, we of the Eliot
staff pay tribute to the Chorus and its
leader by seelcting this organization
to be the subject for Pat Parris' cam¬
era and the Eliot cover.

Those who

have not yet had an opportunity to
hear the Chorus may do so at the
Christmas Vespers sponsored by the
Campus Y.

THE YULE-TIDE SPIRIT
The first snow has come and gone.
Thanksgiving Day rang down the cur¬
tain of another football season. No¬
tices appear in the paper "ten more
shopping days till Christmas." We
receive tiny cards through the mails
calling our attention to some party of
festivity of Christmas week. Differ¬
ent people ask us what we want for
Christmas week. Different people ask
us what we want for Christmas. We
begin to worry about to whom we
should send Christmas Cards, or what
we should get the girl friend for
Christmas. Few of us pause to think
just what Christmas really is. It is
something that sneaks up on us all
at once and catches us unaware. Let
us remember that Christmas repre¬
sents the best that is in each and
every one of us. Its message—"peace
on earth good will toward men" was
never more needed than now- Let
us also recall that Christmas is the
birthday of the Christ who came that
all of us might live more abundantly.
Eliot wishes to take this occasion to
wish all of its readers and critics a
very merry Christmas.
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THIS WAY OUT
Dinner, Supper, Dancing and Grill
Belvedere Joe—1407 Brentwood Blvd.
This place has long been a favorite with some of the
students. However, it has grown in popularity with
people from the campus. The food is good and the
prices are reasonable.
Busch's Grove—9160 Clayton Rd.
This place is full of old traditions, mounted animals,
and good food. If you like this kind of atmosphere on
a frosty, fall evening, then this is the place for you.
Chase Club—Hotel Chase
You can have fun here in a refined sort of a way. You
will pay for everything you get, but there is good en¬
tertainment, delicious food, and usually a nationallyknown orchestra.
Culpeppers—4665 Maryland
With the debutant season in full swing, this place is
overflowing with local socialites. If you want to be
associated with the upper-crusties then this is the spot
for you.
Forest Park—Forest Park Hotel
This place really has a lot of life in it. The drinks are
cheap and the entertainment borders on being good,
sometimes.
Sid Gates—19 N. Brentwood Blvd.
Sid used to be down on DeBaliviere but he moved out
on Brentwood Blvd. this past summer. It’s a very
attractive place, the drinks are cheap, the rathskeller
is a barrel of fun, and Mrs. Gates makes you feel like
it’s your second home.
Graham's Grill—7901 Forsythe
Roy’s corner place still is the one spot where you can
be sure of finding a friend. It’s dark and a bit on the
stuffy side, but the students don’t seem to mind and
they all have a very rousing good time.
Bill Marritt's—Somewhere on Lindbergh Blvd.
Need I say more than ....- All of us have
been there and, no doubt, we will all go back.

December, 1941

an alphabetical listing of places to go

Mural Room—DeBaliviere at Watermann
This place is one of the finest of its kind in St. Louis.
You will always fine a nice, refined, congenial group
here. The food is better than excellent, the drinks are
cheap and good to boot, and Bud Taylor at the organ
furnishes the very best of entertainment.
Ramelkamps—7817 Clayton Rd.
When you “lift a glass” here it has milk in it. But the
atmosphere is nice and you can dance by a juke-box.
Richmond—7014 Clayton Rd.
Bob and John will make you feel right at home at
any hour of the day or night. It isn’t very big, but
there is always room for one more someplace. You
can have a lot of fun but you have to make it yourself.
Steeplechase—Hotel Chase
There is no doubt that this is a good-looking place,
but for my part I like to sit down once in a while. The
drinks are better than average, but you will pay for
them. The entertainment is pretty good and you will
see a lot of people from the Alma Mammy that you
know.
Town Hall—Clayton and Big Bend
This is a nice place from the rathskeller downstairs to
the corner room upstairs. The next time you’re in try
their barbecued ham on bun, we guarantee it.
Walnut Room—Gatesworth Hotel
It’s small, it’s crowded, it’s smoky, it’s smelly, but for
some reason you can always find some people from the
hill in here. Maybe it’s the entertainment, for corn
it isn’t half bad.
Vescovo's—Skinker and Delmar
If you like shiny walls, good food, and no privacy,
then go here. Frankly, we preferred the beery, smoky
atmosphere of the old Vescies.
Zodiac—Hotel Chase
Cordell Hull would go for this place in a big way. If
you want to be Pan-American go here, you’ll hear more
rhumbas and congas in one night than you will any
other place in St. Louis in a week. Incidentally, it’s
a bit on the crowded side.

December, 1941
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Managing Editor
NEWTON GORMAN

Now later on when I grew up, that
famous tin of blue
Appeared beneath our Christmas tree—
but this time there were two,
For I had learned, from watching
dad, the joy a pipe can bring.
And trial and error taught me, too, that
Edgeworth was the thing.

Literary Editor
DAVID HUGHES
Society Editor
NANCY ROEDER
Feature Editor
PEGGY STOECKER
Literary Board
Charles Hensley
Wini Bryan
Genevieve Stewart

Feature Staff
Marilyn Schowengerdt
Fred Giessow
Ann Carter See
Mary Jane Waldemer
Bill Kohl
Marianna Taussig
Circulation Manager
Bettie Stupp
Pat Wolf
Photography
Jim Hickey
Sid Ashen-Brenner
Art
John Meyer
John Goldman
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This is a hell of a time to call a strike.

Publicity
Bill Cartwright
Bob Miller
Harold Clark
Carl Kohl
Fashon
Bob Decker
Business Manager
John Weber

☆

Every year on Christmas Eve since
I was just a lad,
We’ve put a package ’neath our
tree—and marked it: Love—to Dad.”
Just a pound of Edgeworth—though the
cost is really small
Of all the gifts that father gets
he likes it best of all.

Editor
DAKIN WILLIAMS

Society Staff
Mary Alice Topping
Eunice Haddaway
Marion Grimm
Maribeth Greene
Hardy Glenn
Betty Sprague
Mary Kay Wood
Virginia Herring
Betty Peterson
Don Essen

☆

Again this year, I’m proud to say,
beneath our Christmas tree,
We’re putting gifts of Edgeworth, yes,
but this time there’ll be three.
For my son has grown to manhood
now, and much to my delight,
He wants a pipe for Christmas
and I’m going to start him right.
Edgeworth is on sale at your dealer’s in an
attractive log cabin Christmas wrapping.
NOTE: For those pipe smokers who haven’t yet discovered
the joy of EDGEWORTH, America’s Finest Pipe Tobacco,
we print this coupon, as a means of getting acquainted.
LARUS & BRO. CO.

412 So. 22nd St., Richmond, Virginia
Please send me, at your expense, a generous
sample of EDGEWORTH Ready-Rubbed—Amer¬
ica’s Finest Pipe Tobacco.
Name--(Please print your name and address clearly)

Address--—-i
J

City or Town_
State_
© 1941, Larus & Bro. Co.
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DRAMA

Allen, Snyderman, Huette

ENGLISH XVI PLAYS—REIVIEW
Professor Wm. G. B. Carson presented his annual pro¬
duction of three one-act plays taken from his play-writing
class on last week-end of November. The play as a
whole surpassed anything we have seen in the way of
original work by Washington University students since
the days of Wayne Arnold's First Edition... Mr. Carson is
to be congratulated for the fine selection and excellent
production both of which combined to give the audiences
a very enjoyable evening.
Miss Peggy Campbell, Mortor Board, W. S. G. A., Ternion, etc., and President of Delta Gamma was adjudged
the winner of the fifty dollar first prize for the best play.
This is an honor which was richly decerved, and we
are sure that the entire campus joins us in congratulat¬
ing Peggy. However, we do not wish to imply that the

prize fell into Miss Campbell's lap without the stiffest
competition. Cordelia See's play, "Lost Landing, had the
advantages of a well-designed set and good lighting ef¬
fects which enhanced the tragic mood of the play- This
play had under-tones of depth and feeling that were
lacking in the other two plays. The play that got the
most response from the audience was Jean Fisher's "I,
Said The Sparrow". There wasn't a single dull moment
in this play, even though we were suspicious that it
was "cock robbin'' who was the victim. "Who killed
Cock Robbin?" "I, said the Sparrow, with my little bow
and arrow." Ring the bell for Jean Fisher.
In the way of a comment on the acting, we were im¬
pressed, aside from the outstanding performance of Sandy
Snyderman and Vera Chamberlain, the two sophomore
"veterans", by the unusually large number of freshmen
in the casts. John Murrell was the lone senior, and the
junior class failed to have a single representative. Maybe
the fraternities were remotely responsible for this situa¬
tion; at any rate Teke furnished six of the "male animals",
Beta three, with S. A. E. and Theta Xi also represented.
"Cold Turkey was the only play without a freshman;
we wonder if that proves anything. Well, at all events,
Professor Carson should be thanked for giving the novices
their first chance.
The two daughters, Vera Chamberlain and Shirley Mar¬
tin were outstanding in the first play. John Murrell and
Betty Warfield gave pleasing performances, and Emerson
Foote and Bill Kahmann were "adequate". In Lost Land¬
ing the nod goes to Sandy Snyderman and Bob Huette,
both very smooth performers, with Dottye Scheue and
Harold Thomas running a not-too-close second. Walter
Allen was the best freshman performer, although the death
scene was a severe handicap. Bob Ausbeck's "French¬
man" was decidedly "American". Ann Vinsonhaler was
her own sweet self, and Doug Proctor surprised us all.
June Hess and Philip Webb, both new-comers, shared
the limelight in the final play. Pete Littlefield and Bob
Carpenter furnished the comedy relief. Ruth Krugman
was very good. Reid Ross was not so good, but not
bad. He had the habit of up-staging his master, Phil
Webb. This is a bad thing for a butler to do. See you
all next year, if not sooner. So long 'till then. Thank you,
Mr. Carson.

Peggy Campbell and Sandy Snyderman — Prize Winners
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John’s Wife
By DURANT STEWART

There were plenty of people around Van City who said

down at Jerry's store.

I suppose the idea of John being

that old John was nuts. They said a lot of other things

a hermit-like was too strong with the boys for them to

about him, for that matter.

invite him and he was too shy to shove himself forward.

And maybe they were right.

Myself, though, I believe in taking care of my own busi¬

The most he ever mixed with other folks was the time

ness and letting the other guy take care of his—that is

he brought Miss Marthy to the basket dinner at the picnic

usually I do.

grounds, and I guess it was her idea to come. She brought

But old John was so all-fired queer you

just couldn't help talking about him, and I was just

a big lunch, with fried chicken and everything.

like the rest.

John ate together, and they stood together on the big

When the boys got together for a pinochle

game at Jerry Water's General Merchandise Store they

group picture that was taken.

were sure to get to talking about old John.

shoes with the boys.

Everybody

could tell a story about John, but actually I don't think
anyone knew much about him.

I suppose that was be¬

She and

Later he pitched horse¬

Won quite a few games, too.

It sure was odd how John had suddenly come around
folks after all those years.

Talk had it that he was tired

cause he lived way away from town by himself.

of living by himself and was fixing to get himself a wife,

Old Mrs. Marcy remembered when John used to be "a
right smart young-feller—drove the neatest team of bays
in the county.” But that was a long time ago. Now John
just stays out in his shack by himself. Raises some corn
and has a little truck patch, but mostly he just hunts and
fishes. Early in the morning you might hear a shot
over in the woods and you know old John has just
knocked down a squrrel or a rabbit. Sometimes in the
summer when the kids sneak away from the hoeing and
go down to the creek for a swim, they find him sitting on
the bank half asleep, his fishing pole held loosely in his
rough hands. Always seemed to catch fish, too, even
when other fellows couldn't get a bite.

and I reckon that's about the way it stood.

Folks said anybody that lived like a wild Indian the
way John did must not be right. Probably the thing of it
is that nobody understood him. Only a few old people
like Mrs- Marcy had ever known him very well—she and
Jim Peabody, who even yet goes out to see John once
in a while.
But there's one thing about John that everybody knows.
Couple of years ago he started coming to church meet¬
ings in town. He hadn't come since long before most
of us could remember. The first day some people stared
kind of surprised like, but looked away real quick so
as not to let him see them looking. A few girls twittered.
He was wearing a dark blue serge suit and a derby hat.
I suppose they were good when he bought them, but
that must have been twenty years ago, and styles change
a lot in twenty years. John was pretty shy that first
Sunday. He just came in and sat down in back by him¬
self. And after the services, he left before the preacher
even had a chance to shake hands with him.
Later people got used to seeing John, and there was
no more staring and twittering. But he never did really
become one of us. Though there was one person at
church with whom he got right friendly. That was Mar¬
tha Baden—old Miss Marthy most people called her. She
was what you might call the old maid of the town. A
belle in her day, but never had married.
Well, John seemed to take a shine to her, and she must
have liked him right smart, too. At first they sat together
in church, both using the same hymn book. Then John
got to walking her to church and taking her home after¬
wards- Made a big change in him. He came into town
more often, but he never joined in the pinochle games

John and

Miss Marthy sure were sweet on each other, and we
all expected them to get hitched up any day-

Would've

done them both good.
Well, after the basket dinner, John started seeing Miss
Marthy nearly every evening. They would sit on the
front porch, and prety soon she would bring out a pitcher
of lemonade and some cookies. They'd talk and eat, and
long about ten o'clock old John would leave. The boys
down at Jerry's were betting on how soon John would
pop the question, but as it turned out we were all fooled.
Things went on like I said for about a month, and all at
once John stopped coming. Nobody could figure out
why. He just stopped, that's all. He didn't come to church
anymore, and nobody would see him in town for months
at a time. When he did come he never said anything
to anybody.
There were plenty of theories, all right. Everybody had
their own idea of what happened—I know I had mine.
But I didn't find out how wrong I was until just the other
day. I was fishing with Jim Peabody over at Sauter's
Pond. The fishing wasn't very good and we got to
talking about this and that, the way a couple of fellows
do. Finally, like most folks around Van City, we got to
talking about old John and Miss Marthy. I gave Jim
my opinion—the same one I had given at least a hun¬
dred times before in the last two years. All at once
he got to looking real wise like, and I knew I was going
to find out something. Well, sir, I found out just what
happened when John and Martha broke up. I guess Jim
and I are the only ones who know the real story- He
found out from John himself, and I don't think he ever
told anybody but me. The way Jim told me, it was like
this. John had decided to ask Miss Marthy to marry
him, all right, but he was kind of a cautious guy. He
didn't want to rush into things without considering what
might happen. I guess people get to be like that living
by themselves. At any rate, before he definitely decided
to get married, he wanted to see how much a wife was
going to cost. So for a whole week he took as much
food as he ate at every meal and put it in a barrel he
kept out by the barn. At the end of the week the barrel
was almost full, and that decided John. He just couldn't
afford a wife.
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Ofc, Those Critics
BY DAVID HUGHES
As is often the case the pot is calling the kettle black.
Pot is just the word for Student Life and for any one on
its staff. For the past month we have been criticized
by Student Life. We have been told just what is wrong
with us. Just what we should not publish has been more
or less vaguely stated. If the editors of Student Life
would make use of constructive criticism it wouldn't be
so bad but they are doing nothing more than slinging
mud. If the Student Life of several years back was criti¬
cizing us, we would feel very meek and humble. The
Student Life of Phil Willmarth and that of Johnny Lewis
were very good pieces of journalism. The Student Life
of today is a sorry messStudent Life is a graveyard of columns. New columns
appear every issue. The only ones which have lasted
so far are "It Says Here" and the society column. "It
Says Here" started out as a very witty column, but its
author seems to have given all he had to the first few
issues of the season. "It Says Here" is now nothing
more than the best slinger in a mud slinging publica¬
tion.
Scarcely anything on the campus has escaped
the dull blade of its shovel. After the last Eliot came
out the author of this column satirized a feature of the
magazine. He got so involved in his pseudo New Yorker
style that he did not have the intestinal fortitude to sign
his name to it. It finally came out under the name "Can
Garters Reid." We don't blame him, but we think the
paper must have been pretty hard up for copy to print itIt is one of the standing policies of this columnist to
point out to the public that Eliot dropped considerably the
day he ceased to be its editor. He has consistently hit
the Editors of Eliot rather than the magazine itself
He is modesty personified. Several weeks ago he point¬
ed out that his column was being copied in the Tuesday
edition. Naturally, he hinted subtly, "The Fifth Column"
would never hit the high peaks attained by "It Says
Here", but he would watch his offspring with a kind and
paternal air. In our opinion "The Fifth Column" has al¬
ready outgrown its parent.
As for the other columns. The society column is a
necessary evil, but we think it could be made a little
more interesting. We are getting tired of being told

who wore what to what. Surely at least a few of the
dances are something more than fashion parades- A
new column (as of Friday, December 5) is Main. Currents,
a feature dedicated to determining student opinion on
controversial issues of the campus. The first question
was:
What do you think of faculty supervision,
in both planning and chaperonage, for school
dances, fraternity and otherwise?
We hadn't even known that this was an issue, a con¬
troversial issue. Now we know.
The change of Student's Life attack is especially dis¬
concerting to us. At one time the editorial column wanted
us to put out a good campus humor magazine. Then
they wanted nothing but features. Now they are going to
"rescue our campus "literary magazine" from its fixation
on college humor, petty gossip, and sweet nothings." We
must now become a purely literaly magazine. Such a
publication, we are told, would be much better than
one which prints "Glamor Boys" dr "What To Do On a
Date". Maybe they are right, but how can a rag that
prints such things as "Sports in Skirts" and "Bull . . . "
set itself up as a critic of features like these?
Finally we are taken to task for giving Max Weber's
Restaurant a little free publicity. If anyone around this
campus ever deserved free publicity, Max Weber is (or
was) that man. He folded up because of a lack of stu¬
dent support. The article goes on to say:
Personally, we've always regarded the
"business end" of Eliot as a delightful es¬
capist fiction.
There is no fiction about it. Eliot is making money.
Eliot is making a lot more money than Student Life. We
sell our publication. Student Life has to give theirs awayNot only are the copies given away, but they are even
carried up to the fraternity house, and to every building
on the campus to make sure that someone will read
them. Student Life is not free because advertising pays
for expenses. It is free because every student pays for the
paper when he pays for his activity ticket. Eliot could
sell more copies at fifteen cents than Student Life could
at one cent a copy.

CAbany 9367
GARN HOLZ
fOT Dinned
BAKERIES
and Old Fashioned Baked Goods
Try Our Homemade Ice Cream
15 N. MERAMEC
2242 BRENTWOOD BLVD.

ALWAYS PLEASES!!!

SERVE . . .

“COOKED”

BEEF
VEAL
LAMB
SAUSAGE

READY TO
SERVE

iGttdGAatedH A M
“Unbelievably Delicious’’ Tender and Juicy
Phone CEntral 2925 for name of your Nearest Dealer

21st Street and
Bremen Ave.
ST. LOUIS
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Greek Letters
Hi, Buddy!
Baby blue shorts as featured by Cal
East in his recent showing in the Women's building park¬
ing lot are found to be prevalent at Washington Uni¬
versity. The pole was taken during the Phi Delt "Buddy
Week" which was originated several years ago by Pete
Mara. All brothers who failed to follow rules and wear
old clothes found their pants up a tree and themselves
shivering in their shirt tails.
It was often suspected but never proved that the Sigma
Nu playboys ate their breakfast in bed until Tommy
Heckert was seen strolling out of the Sigma Nu kitchen
about 8:30 one morning, dressed in a green and white
striped lounging robe and gray P I's—What the welldressed man gets up in.
The A. C. P. convention dance really brought results.
Nancy Roeder has received telegrams and numerous let¬
ters from "Jim"- Emily Cronheim and Betty Peterson's
correspondence haven't exactly been falling off either- In¬
cidentally the boys from out of town claimed that the
Washington U. girls made the best blind dates they had
ever seen.
Newton Gorman accepted the elevator of the Statler
Hotel very graciously and went from floor to floor pick¬
ing up all the pretty girls to take to the party—At least
that's what he claimed at the time.
Steinle and Kassalbaum were getting a little bit tired
of Carl Barker spending every evening in their room sit¬
ting in the easy chair and reading their magazines. Next
time Carl flopped down in their big comfy chair and
switched on the light, he got the shock of his life. George
and Joe had worked up a plan where an electric charge
went crackling through the chair when the light was turn¬
ed on. They claimed that the current wasn't strong enough
to kill a husky man.
When the Alpha Chis were asked for news, they said,
"We're nice girls; there's no gossip about us". Just wait
till next month when their province president goes out
of town.
The secret of Turly's curly blonde hair—two bottles of
sweet smelling hair shampoo in his gym locker. We
strongly suspect that the one in the dark bottle is blueingPaul Kummer and Harry Cheshire have had the same
taste in girls for four years and this time is no time to
stop. This time Dimple Dunford is the reason for that
Panhel spirit.
John McCarthy, Dartmouth Sigma Chi, was really im¬
pressed with the hospitality he received at the Phi Delta
house. When the Phis were congratulated on their friend¬
liness, Johnny Raines replied, "H—, that wasn't friend¬
liness; we were just looking over our competition. (Mc¬
Carthy goes with Tink Kremer, too".)
The Thetas are starting a new era where girls can feel
free to go to football dates without dates. All the draftee
widows and pinned girls went to the Saint Louis game un¬
escorted. They claimed it was really fun to be able to
yell as loud as they wanted to and receive no dirty
looks. So that's what improved our cheering section.
Put the safety guards on your pins, boys. The Pi Phi
sophomores have a club which limits its members to girls
with pins and gives a prize to the girl with the most
pins. They're out to beg, borrow, or stealSomething new in the way of fraternity dances was
the Teke Orchid formal, held Saturday night, December
13, at the University Club. Each girl wore an orchid
corsage, and a large paper orchid hung from the ceil¬

ing to carry out the idea, which was originated by the
Teke Alpha Chapter at Illinois Wesleyan, and will be¬
come an annual affair here at Washington UThe Teke "International Club" has found a new mem¬
ber in pledge Nelson Lurton who spent the first thirteen
years of his life in Shanghai, China. Lurton's father is
still in Shanhai, where he is a lawyer and a commis¬
sioner of the United States Court of China. Other mem¬
bers of the Teke "Internationals" include Phil Webb —
England; Joe Steib—Germany; John Schoonover—Canada.
Paul Savory, the other Teke "Canadian" is now attend¬
ing the University of Kansas and is a member of the
Teke chapter there.
The boys didn't have such a bad time at the press
conference either. Cassily after bribing the Hatchet staff
to help him out by attending some of the meetings, finally
decided to be a martyr and attend them all himself.
Wasn't that sweet of him? But he neglected to tell them
that he was on the trail of a MacMurray editor to get
some new ideas (?). Ed Rhodes had quite the opposite
problem. Any time during the three days you could
have seen him being followed around by a chubby little
blonde. He yelled every so often "I'm a good boy; stay
away."
The Sigma Chis claim the distinction for being the
first to ever shoot a pig out of a tree—their football would¬
n't come down any other way.
The Betas' Teddy Young the second, Bob Carpenter is
seen a lot with Betty Underwood. The Worm has turned.
The Pi Phi pledges gave a Jr. Pi Phi house party at
Dot Trembley's house and everyone was supposed to
bring a blanket and a pillow. Jane Shurig, arriving late
alter a date, went sailing into a neighbor's house, equip¬
ment and all, and sang out "I'm here". The neighbors
certainly were astounded.
The K- A. pledges pulled a deal on one of their actives
the other night and left him to get out of it the best he
could. As soon as they arrived back at the house, they re¬
ceived a phone call that the active was in jail. Sacred
pledges spent the rest of the night trying to find out which
jail only to find in the wee hours of the morning that the
active had been peacefully home in bed the entire time.
We thought that when C. C. See left Washington there
wouldn't be any more enterprising young girls to sell
Eliots to the fraternity houses, Lee Hall, and life classes
down in the art school. But G. G. Spore is carrying on
the tradition in her own little way. Those who were driv¬
ing down Fraternity Row about 8:20 A. M. last month
were a little surprised to see a pajama clad figure of
one of the huskier youths running full speed toward the
Sigma Nu house with glamour girl Spoor in hot pursuit.
G. G. had been nonchalantly ringing the bells of the
various fraternity houses. But when she got to the Sigma
Nu house none of the athletes were up. Later she saw
a Sigma Nu still in in night apparel taking in the milk.
Naturally she started after him—just a business like sales
approach . . . p. s. she sold him an Eliot, too.
Overheard . . . two Tri Delt pledges discussing a mutual
friend. Seems she had gotten a rotten reputation. "Why
she doesn't look like the fast type," said the first- "Oh,
no!" the other agreed, "She's just too shy to tell the boys
when to stop." . . . For the sake of the Panhel peace we
might add that the mutual friend was not a Tri Delt, and
no telephone numbers furnished either.
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FASHONS
Here we are with Christmas right on our backs, and
the draft board as well. The question of what to wear
when home on furlough becomes a definite problem for
all the W. U. boys who are rushing to join Uncle Sam's
forces for a fight to the finish against the damn Japs,
the damn Huns, and the damn Italos. Naturally you
won't want to celebrate Christmas in your army uni¬
form. That's out. You'll want a new suit—something
more conservative than last month. Material should be
chosen with an eye to practicability, something warm,
Shetland wood perhaps. Scarfs are again in vogue, but
the trend is toward plain colors, as against the plaids
of last year, although the latter are still being worn. A
combination of argyle plaid socks, knitted plaid tie and
plaid scarf would be very satisfactory for very informal
wear (along with a suit, of course).
Every well-dressed man must appear at all times in
an overcoat and hat from now on. Warm autumn days
are past and to attend an afternoon movie in a sweater
and jacket would be high on our list of faux pas. A
heavy camel's hair coat is still being worn, but the
wintry blasts require a material considerably more sturdy
than the ordinary "wool" facsimile of camel's hair- For
hats, the perennial favorite is khaki color with black
head band. Dobbs is a popular brand, and a good
hat for every-day wear, though any hat of the "five dol¬
lar class" is acceptable. All saddle-shoes should have
been discarded long ago and replaced by sport oxfords
of rough grain leather with moccasin design the most
commonly used. For more formal occasions the calf-skin
oxford with a soft, smooth surface capable of taking a
good shine should be worn with brown the best color.
—D. W.

ANOTHER ELIOT SPECIAL SERVICE
Feeling sure that every popular B. M. O. C. will need
to make apologies after the Christmas dances, we are
printing a sample card (these may be ordered in any
quantity at the Quad Shop) in order to help our readers
save time.

Mr..

regrets exceedingly his conduct at the
Dance

Dinner

Party

Breakfast

last...Evening
and humbly begs your pardon for the
Breach of Etiquette
checked below.
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Failing to show up for date.
Falling alseep.
Indiscreet petting.
Extreme inebriation.
Frequent absence from party.
Protracted absence from party.
Striding hostess with bottle.
Partial loss of equilibrium.
Complete loss of equilibrium.
Excessive destruction of furniture.
Fighting.
Ffausia.
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up their spare
olive wreaths
frivolity, more
cation."

Aristotle, Greeks to you, are all brushing
togas and hurriedly making a few extra
in preparation for a prolonged period of
commonly known as "Ye Christmas Va¬

The general state of affairs in most of the Athenian
clans is a bit hazy but the predominant idea seems to be
"Do something! We don't care where, or when, or how,
but do it!
In keeping with this philosophy, the Sigma Chi's are
planning to throw a Christmas party—no date as yet.
Some of the seniors, looking longlingly back at their
Freshman year, are touting a New Year's Tally Ho like
the one they gave three years ago, but plans are still
indefinite. Pi KA is also planning an undated Christmas
party.
The Theta Xi's are more definite in their plans. Com¬
ing up are their traditional Christmas Party and Christ¬
mas Dance. The Christmas Party, held at the house on
the 26th of December, is an interesting and unusual af¬
fair. Each year the Theta Xi's invite a group of little
tots who otherwise would enjoy little Christmas cheer
to the house. The Theta Xi's and their dates entertain
the kids, give them toys, candy, clothes, ice cream and
cake. They are taken home about six and the fellows
and their dates then exchange humorous gifts around the
tree, dance a little and then break up into small groups.
The following night, the 27th, they celebrated their annual
Christmas Formal at Algonquin.
KA plans a stag Christmas party on the 19th and prob¬
ably a New Year's Eve party. The KA's also plan to
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take advantage of the Yale basketball game, if it is
played, to have a dance at the house.
Stag parties seem to be an old Greek custom since
the Trojans kidnaped Helen and the Sig Nu's, TKE's, and
SAE's all plan to follow suit. The Sig Nu's also plan
to have a Christmas Party but set no date. The Sig
Alph's are going in for stagging in a big way with
a stag party on the 17th of December, a Christmas mixer
for the fellows scheduled tentatively, and all alumni
meeting. A record party and a New Year's Party at the
president's house make them just about the busiest boys
on the row.
Pi Lam has spooked up a little affair for the 19th called
the Mystery Dance. Where the dance will be held is a
genuine mystery as the boys are hoping to have con¬
jured up a new house to haunt by that time. However,
they're not sure about the house yet.
The Beta's are staying unofficial over the holidays —
hoping to have some parties but nothing in the fraterni¬
ties name. Sounds like they're expecting a lot of bids.
The ZBT's are also silent as to their plansPhi Delta Theta is refreshingly definite with a Christ¬
mas Dance positively scheduled for the 23rd. The Sam¬
mies plan one for the 27th.
Well, on the face of things the boys may not seem to
be facing a very strenuous time but throw in some sassiety parties, a sorority dance or two, or three (or eight),
and all that studying they're going to do (?) and they'll
probably be glad to get back to the restful classrooms
on the fifth o' January.

S.A.E.'s getting ready for an "operators" Christmas Party.

Phew — Eliot Once More
Pollutes Washington U. Campus
By CHARLEY STENCH
I, Charley Stench, the best editor of Student Life, a member of
O.D.K. (senior men's honorary), S-A.E., and other honoraries on this
campus, do not like this issue of Eliot any better than the last. I, and
my staff, have agreed that, although Eliot is so foul that it pollutes the
Hatchet office, Brookings basement, and even sends a bad odor up
as far as the Quad Shop, were it not for Eliot we would have nothing
to write about to fill these four pages (our sports staff having been
diminished by several resignations).
Anyway, Eliot, has oozed out again this month. It is made up
of a delightful story by a fraternity brother of mine and two pages of
pictures taken by another fraternity brother. The rest of the magazine
is made up of features, more stories, and Between Belles — and by the
way, Nancy, when the hell do I get mentioned in there.
"Towers and Town" stinks, Schowengerdt's feature stinks because
I don't agree with her, the crossword puzzle stinks because I can't
think of the word to fit in at 24 across, and, finally, anything Williams
would write would stink. Phew — what an issue — we hold it at
arms length to read it.
That psychoanalysis thing was kind of interesting reading until
I got down to that uncomplimentary stuff about me, and there I draw
the line. For a clever, but quite unintelligible takeoff on Miss See's
feeble effort at character charting, turn to page four.
And another thing, how does it happen that all the editors of
Eliot are included in the candid shots? Well, we'll have to admit that
they are plenty smooth looking.
Frankly, we don't think Eliot holds together at all, except for the
fact that there is a girl on the front cover and a girl on the back cover
and we enjoy a good picture of a girl anywhere. But, tsk, tsk, Eliot,
you should be more careful of what two girls you put together in the
same issue. And speaking of the delightful sex, we wonder what
would ever happen to Eliot if all those pretty freshmen girls didn't get
out faithfully once every month and use everything in their power to
sell those pitiful little magazines.

IT SAYS HERE...
By CORNY CHEINAMAN
We thank the Tuesday edition
for giving us the compliment of
copying our column. It is too bad
that the Tuesday edition cannot
get as good a columnist as this
edition, but we can't all be lucky.
Watch the new feature, "Fifth Col¬
umn."
It is not nearly as good
reading as "It Say's Here," but it
is a little better to read than a text
book. We are very glad to see it.
It shows this column to be a win¬
ner, being imitated does.
It is to laugh
We can still hear the groans go¬
ing up from the campus when the
students find what a lot of trash
they have bought for fifteen cents
under the once proud name of
Eliot. Eliot has taken a sad fall in
prestige this year. It has fallen
from the high pedestal whereon it
was placed by its editors of former
years, especially last year. No
longer does it have the fine layout,
brilliant features, and not too bad
stories which were so character¬
istic of it last year. If Eliot circula¬
tion has gone up it is only because
of an aggressive sales department.
It is certainly not because of any
better quality. As a matter of fact,
everyone will have to admit that
the poor old publication needs
some good editors. That's what
made it shine last year- (Editor's
note: Corny Cheinaman was editor
of Eliot last year).

Badminton Finals Played
Today; Theta Xi Will
Beat Phi Delt
By ROB MONEY
Badminton finally comes to an
end today as Theta Xi after easily
winning League I plays phi delt,
winners of League II. Phi delt has
fought its way through a much
tougher league than Theta Xi did,
and so has had more practice
against tougher competition, but
one look at the make up and qual¬
ity of the two teams shows that the
Theta Xi's will be much too tough
for the phi delts to handle.
Theta Xi
Monday the sae's won an easy
victory over some weak team, but
on Friday they came face to face
with the Theta Xi's. It was all over
for the boys from number eight.
Thomas easily beat Saurbrunn,
and Oetting polished off Hunstein.
The doubles team of Theta Xi went
on to clean up the sig alph duo.
Theta Xi
In volleyball we predict that the
Theta Xi's may run into some
rough spots, but if everything is ac¬
cording to Hoyle, they will prob¬
ably take first place- The second
place is harder to guess. Pi lam,
sig nu, phi delt, beta, sig chi, and
sae all have a chance for it.
Theta Xi
Swimming will come along short¬
ly before Christmas. The Theta Xi's
have won it for the last four years.

CLASS ELE
SANTA

ARRIVES'!

Kiddies All Urged
To Meef Old Claus
Af Station
All the kiddies of Washington
University is urged to come with
their daddies to the Union Station
tomorrow at 3 p. m. to meet their
hero from the North Pole — jolly
old St. Nick- Santa likes all little
tots — especially the sweet, rosy
cheeked darlings here on the hill.
He always says they're the
brightest youngsters he comes to
see in his annual round of Yuletide visits.
Let's everyone decide now what
they wants most for Christmas, so
they can whisper it confidentially
into the ear of old Santa as he
gathers all his flock around him
at the station. The sooner you tell
him, the more likely you are to get
what you want.
The nice old white-bewhiskered
man dropped in at the Student Life
office last year — lighting on the
roof of Eads with all his reindeer
— and asked little Betty Rasbach
what she wanted in her stocking.
She asked for a pink baby ele¬
phant, and promised to be good as
gold if Santa would give it to her.
Well, she was pretty good, so on
Christmas morning, lo — there it
was, all snug in her stocking on
the mantle, and just as cute as
could be. She still has it and prizes
it as a special gift from Santa.
This is just a reminder of what
you, too, can do if you're good un¬
til Christmas- So the first thing to
do is to get out there — all you
students — and meet old St. Nick
as he arrives in St. Louis. Remem¬
ber — if you don't do nothing, you
won't get nothing.

Call for Dr. Bunch
Hunger movements in the empty
stomach tend to stop under hyp¬
notic suggestion, according to Ron¬
ald E. Scantlebury of Wayne Uni¬
versity's School of Medicine.

SEE EDITOR'S NOTE
IN COLUMN 8.
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Pi Phi's, Beta's, hi's
Have DancvVec

The Pi Phi's had a danc|,A.E.'s
week-end, Alice Jane was thind sc
a pink dress with Rex Car ssed c
Jane Andrews was there in all In
wool dress with John Reiner, jits al
Kammerer was there withcin this
Betty Rasbach and Charlie! in a'
there too. Nobody were pltime
but everybody were having cbe rur
time.
the v
The Beta's also had a da: iarty
Westborough, nine to on: re in
brotl
Lemen, red and green decoil
ils c
free beer, etc.
Rex andlred
Wenzlick and Fullerton,
and King, Baumgartner andfi
Kent McGee and Gene
Garrison and Mills, etc- Aftl
they all went — well mostly c
to Garavelli's where they at I
then they did the snake dai!ro^sei
in the street — balling up
green
for quite some time, but iys f^g,
was hurt. It is rumored th§
of them Betas pinned son
out on the terrace at exactly f
o'clock. She is now unden* orful
it — your guess is as
mine.
The Sig Chi's had an
good time at their record
Saturday night.
Johannin|pu<^drews, Gravely, McSweene’ps gav
Kramer, and others were thpnivers
The Alpha Chi's had their!^rajAP(
dance Saturday night in tlj
men's Building gym from
twelve with Bill Lemen
The Moore twins wore a wlj
jersey formal with gold
straps. Virginia Harring wci*.
Jo-Ellen wore blue, Glenn Te ^ar
wore green, and the gym wo^is
rated with crepe paper. Al^e we;
it was a very colorful danc)
orchestra dedicated the
"Maybe," to Jo-Ellen since
her birthday.
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NS HELD TOMORROW
S'!
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's, hi's and Others
anc^eek-End
danclA.E.'s, the Pi Lams, the
■as thmd some others we may
Carssed also had parties this
5 in a In case there are any
iner. I js about people being
witha n this column, they may
rarlie . in at the Student Life of=re p time this week. Followving ( 3e run in the next issue.
the way, the S.A.E-'s had
a da party Saturday night out
5 onfe *n *he country, and a
n brother played. Stupp
deC0I|nls as usual, and she
and [ted gingham dress and
:on, ippers. Wallis was there
r and|was Mary Jane Park, G.
J Betty Mills, and all the
“ne Jio always go to S.A.E.
• Aitm^Qg^ 0j
giris had on
nostlyfa few wore blue jeans),
Ley at &e boys wore trousers.
dari^rousers were the most atI all — they were a sort
ig UP| green check — getting
they approached the
k Hunstein also looked
in his outfit — a blue
and red plaid trousers,
nderworful bandanna around
as go French was there mak1 out of himself as usual.
an (lof course, funny, making
ecordpri^13 like "Oh Jackson"
anninrtudveeneles gave an Orchid Formere thMniversity Club. Bruninga
1 theiri^ramPe — Just pinned —
t in tlie' Mary Jane Waldemer
from k dress. Each girl wore
It was formal, so the
len
5 a wtj e dress suits. Mostly
gold >pas, and Gamma Phi's
Lambert was the
mg wij,,e.
ilenn tthe danceym wofnis includes the high=r. A!the weekend's social acdanci1^e hope no one feels
the Fause we didn't mention
since!®- We'll be sure to get
them at the next dance-
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Stay Out of War
Isolationism Best
For America
During the past two years, we have
proceeded, step by step, towards par¬
ticipation in the war despite the fact
that we have soothed our conscience
by claiming that such steps were de¬
fensive methods "short of war."

Let

us now coldly consider this question.
We in America have been con¬
stantly told, since the fall of France,

V"'<

-

Pp|k

^ -

Ft

that our own defenses are in a piti¬
fully deplorable condition and com¬
pletely

inadequate

for

our

needs.

Furthermore, all the experts are con¬
stantly telling us that it will be at

EDITORIAL POLICY:
"WE HATE PUBLICITY"

least two more years until our arma¬
ments and industrial capacity will
reach a full war time strength. And
yet, even though our own defenses
are in such shape, we find that there
are strong pressure groups within the
country that are trying to force us in
war. Of course, the loudest cry for
intervention comes from our "allies to
be” who claim that now is the time
for us to jump in with full force—just
as they did in September of 1939;
perhaps our fortunes will be the same
as their's if we were to heed their
pleas.
Aside from being unprepared at the
present time for any war let us see
just what sort of conflict they would
lead us toward. One thing is sure, it
will not be a defensive war but a
highly offensive one. We would be
taking upon ourselves the task of
reconquering all of Europe and a good
portion of Asia and Africa, all of
which is now held by the greatest
and most highly organized military
machine of all history. In our halfprepared state we would be thinking
of opening up the greatest battle of
all time with our own line of, com¬
munication 3000 miles long and lying
across an ocean. On the offensive
we would have to place 20 million
highly trained men on the continent
of Europe and follow them with sev¬
eral hundred billion dollars.

Finally we must ask ourselves
the all-important question — What
would we be fighting for? Would
we for all time stamp out the roots
of Dictatorship and tyranny? Un¬
fortunately this cannot and will not
be achieved- We have only to
look back a short twenty-five years
to World War I. Our aims were
exactly the same and our failure
was miserable indeed. No sooner
was the war over than all of Eur¬
ope united behind our backs and
sent us home with a blanket refusal
to pay any of their war debts. The
idealists and boy scouts may tell
us that all is quite different today
and there will be no more of that
but the facts are against them. The
only difference between this war
and the last one is that this one
has been infinitely more disastrous
for the "allies" and much more
successful for the "enemy." Is it
not then reasonable to assume that
the finish will be an even sadder
spectacle than it was in 1918?
Of course, we all hope that Eng¬
land wins this war and that Hitler
is defeated. The only question is,
How is this to be accomplished.
We must remember that our first
duty is to America. Our ancestors
left the old country and its strug¬
gles to found a new one, and it is
our duty to preserve it.

232Vz Votes Cast
In Junior Class
Election Tomorrow
It is estimated that 232V2 votes
were cast in the elections for vicepresident of the Junior Class, which
is to be holded in front of Ridgley
tomorrow morning. Voting was
heaviest between those minutes of
9:16 and 9:17, at which time a
total number of four votes were
cast. However, the polls were also
busy during the first hour accord¬
ing to Jack White, who will officiate
at them Polls. According to Gladys
Watkins, chairman of the elections
committee, this is the heaviest vote
which has been cast since 1904
when Fannie Hurst and Gus Haenschen were runned for secretarytreasurer of the Senior Class.
Two Were on Tomorrow's Ballot
Charles Duke, original choice for
the vice-presidency of the Junior
Class elected three weeks ago at
the regular election, was found to
have a grade point average below
the requirements for class officers,
which nullified that particular elec¬
tion. Only two students was on
them ballots tomorrow which split
the electorate into two factions,
one supporting Bill Weisert and the
other backing Joe FunkElection Tomorrow
It was one of the most spirited
elections of the school year. The
polls opened at 8:30 and closed at
1:00. All students are urged to
vote in this election which will be
held tomorrow.

PLEASE EXCUSE THISTHE COPY WAS LOST
ON THE WAY TO
THE PRINTER.
— C. S.
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Lass: "Say it's past midnight. Do you think you can
stay here all night?"
Lad: "Gosh, I'll have to phone mother first."
—Michigan State Spartan.

If the person who stole the alcohol in a glass jar out
of my cellar will return grandma's appendix, no ques¬
tions will be asked.
—Penn State Froth.

"I play auction and contract, but what is this Wheat¬
stone you E. E's. keep speaking of? It must be terribly intri¬
cate.”
—The Pup.

Barber: "You say you've been here before, I don't re¬
member your face."
K. A.: "Probably not. It's all healed up now."
—Old Line.

Senior: "How do you like my room as a whole?"
Freshman: "As a hole it's fine, but as a room—not so
good."
—Ohioan.

By MARIANNA TAUSSIG

ACROSS
2. Kind of hat.
1.
4. Restore.
6. Special edition of a
g
newspaper8. Sailor.
g
10. Famous woman singer
(last name).
11. Christmas season.
413. Deep vase.
5.
14. It goes with bacon.
7.
16- Kind of bear.
9.
18. To color slightly.
10.
19. An assumed position.
20. Members of a local al- 12.
coholic institution.
13.
22. One who mocks.
15.
23. Magic of India.
17.
24. Foolish smile.
25. Man who "took a pow- 18.
der.”
19.
28- A frolic.
21.
30. French for "the state." 24.
31. Cuss (past tense).
25.
33. One of the Little Women. 26.
34. Article.
35. Negative27.
36. Horse.
29.
37. Article.
30.
38. To permit.
37.
40. Exclamation.
38.
41- A wager.
39.

DOWN
Man in white beard, red
coat.
What you'll throw away,
on Dec. 20th.
What we hope your
Christmas will be.
Sun godBaby cry.
One of Santa's reindeer.
Ample.
What you give on Dec.
25thDon't drink too many.
Ideal land.
Doodad.
Well-known Eastern
Boys' school.
Not wildFestive gathering.
His first name is Simple.
Jewel.
To be victor.
Where the baby lay in
the manger.
To hasten on foot.
Epoch.
French article.
That is (abbrev-)
2Vfe hr. afternoon class.
To make lace.

SID GATES' BUFFET
No. 19 BRENTWOOD BLVD.

“Come In and Meet the Gang”
DElmar 0913

CLAYTON

ROBERT STOCK, FLORIST
4940 MARYLAND AVENUE
Saint Louis, Missouri

Call Us for Tour Corsages
ROsedale 7400

TO ED AND BETTY COED
In this Holiday Rush we pause to wish you a Very
Merry Christmas—and hope that you in your Hunt
for Gifts, your favorite magazine or drug supplies,
—Remember

SHERMAN DRUGS
360 N. SKINKER

CA. 8728
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fjim
By GEORGE TESMAN
Jim gave his pillow another shove with his elbow,
and rolled over on his bed. It was stuffy here in his
hotel room tonight, stuffy and warm, and Jim perspired
heavily beneath his double layer of blankets- He could
see the snow piled up against his window ledge, and
through the pane the falling flakes cast a silver light
against the darkness. It was Christmas night and to¬
morrow would be the day after Christmas.
It was not customary for Jim to toss about in bed. Per¬
haps it was the fault of the hotel room, small and square
and cage-like, that produced a restlessness in Jim to¬
night; perhaps it was the general atmosphere of revelry
so prevalent among hotel dwellers on Christmas night.
At any rate it seemed entirely out of the question for
Jim to sleep tonight, and since restlessness is a stimulus
to thought, Jim lay in bed and thought. He thought about
Ethel, her two children, and about "Horse Fly." Jim was
going to marry Ethel. Then he'd kick the hell out of
old Crawford, or "Horse Fly" as Jim contemptously
called him. He'd teach him what happened when any¬
body tried to beat his time. And what's more he'd take
that bracelet a way from Ethel and cram it down his
throat. He'd teach Crawford to give presents to his
woman.
The day had been a trying one for Jim. Ethel had in¬
vited him and "Horse Fly" over for Christmas dinner.
The dinner was all right—Ethel put on a big spread,
friend chicken, cranberries, biscuits. Jim would have
thoroughly enjoyed every moment of it if it weren't for
"Horse Fly" and the two brats. Ethel insisted on having
old Crawford. Crawford who took the kids to the cir¬
cus. Crawford who helped out with the rent. Craw¬
ford who gave presents to his woman. But then after all
he could hardly blame Ethel who had two kids to feed
and the rent to pay—well, he'd put a stop to that.
Somehow Jim just couldn't fit himself into the picture
with the two kids—Betty and Jean. But Ethel wouldn't
have it any other way. During the six years he'd been
going with Ethel the kids were always present in the
back-ground. And now one was in high school—and
both were asking questions. Jim could tell that Ethel
was worried about them. They went to the Baptist Sun¬
day School, and someday Ethel would have to explain
—would have to answer their questions about him—and
"Horse Fly."
Maybe that was why Ethel said she wanted a cross
for her Christmas present. Jim thought she was joking at
first, but then he saw that she was serious, in dead
earnest. There was something pure and chaste about a
cross and chain, not a very large one, just a little gold
cross on a tiny chain. That was what Ethel wanted; that
was what Ethel said she wanted when Jim asked her.
For that night Jim had succeeded in out-sitting "Horse
Fly", mainly for the purpose of asking that very question
—what she wanted for Christmas. Sort of put him on the
spot when old "Horse Fly" handed Ethel that bracelet,
all wrapped up in red paper. To tell the truth Jim had¬
n't even noticed it was Christmas. Of course, he knew
it was Christmas, but he just hadn't noticed. Christmas
was nothing to Jim.
Ethel would be surprised when he handed her that
box with the ring inside. Jim could see her unwrapping
the box thinking all the time that there was just the

cross and chain. And then when she saw it was a ring!
It made Jim feel good when he thought of it. Maybe it
was the Christmas spirit made Jim think things like this,
made him think of marrying Ethel and assuming the role
of father to her brats. He'd go to the jeweler's first thing
in the morning—then he'd show Crawford.
Ethel deserved a break after all these years. It was
tough having to work down at the office every day and
then to come home and get dinner for the kids and
occasionally for Jim, and probably for "Horse Fly” too,
on the nights Jim didn't come. "Horse Fly" was too old
for Ethel—a good sixty-five—almost seventy! He was an
old codger, much too old for Ethel.
How old was Ethel? Funny Jim had never asked him¬
self that question. Ethel hadn't changed much the last
six years, trim, neat, dark. But there were lines under
Ethel's eyes in spite of all her efforts to conceal them.
Ethel's oldest girl was fifteen. Ethel must be pretty far
along in her thirties, thought Jim. Jim was no spring
chicken when he came to think of it. Felt as young
as he ever did, especially when he was with Ethel, but
then when a man gets to be forty-four he has to admit
that middle age is staring him right in the face. Even
so, Jim had a long way to go before he got into "Horse
Fly's" class.
It was nearly ten when Jim gave the covers a farewell
kick and negotiated his final roll—this time out of bed.
Jim was not much taller than he was wide so rolling
out of bed was almost second nature to him, at least it
was the path of least resistance, the path that Jim had
always followed. . . . After all the lot of a traveling sales¬
man was not such a bad one- No definite hours. A
certain number of regular customers. No boss to give
him a going over every month, except a salesmanager
who lived in a city nine hundred miles away, who could
only send threatening letters whenever the sales took
a serious turn for the worse. But Jim wasn't afraid of
being fired. He wasn't so old that ho couldn't get an¬
other job if necessary, but only if necessary.
Jim gave the dial of the loud speaker a twist with
his thumb. Every room had a loud speaker attached to
the radio-speaker system installed to save the expense
of buying separate radios for each room. You could
only get two or three stations, but Jim liked music when
he shaved. On the way to his bathroom Jim tripped
over his own shoes, stubbed his toe, and bellowed with
rage. The bed took up almost all the room, and to¬
gether with the steel clothes cabinet which took the place
of a closet, and a delapidated dresser there was only
a very small passageway between the bed and the bath¬
room. Invariably Jim would leave his shoes in this spot,
and invariably he would stub his toe the next morning.
Jim was about ready to leave his room when old Clara
barged in to make the bed. Jim always put his loose
change on the dresser before going to bed, and Clara's
entrance reminded him of the same. In a quick move¬
ment Jim scooped it all up and put it in his pocket.
"Don't you never leave nothing for poor old Clara?"
"All right (damn you) here's a quarter."
"I was only jokin', Mister Jim." Clara took the quarter
and Jim left the room in a huff and made for the elevator.
(Continued on page 18, col. 3)
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Between Belles
only law student, is still dreaming about George Nelson,
whom she met at the Scott Field dance last SpringGeorge, by the way, recently returned to St. Louis from
California to see Margaret, and if that ain't love it will
have to do.
Schwenk deserves praise in another field than that
of football, namely perseverance. Bud has been dating
the same girl for over eight years. Maybe this is his
inspiration for all those "passes."
Bill Nebe and Helen Baumgartner look at comic mag¬
azines during their daily rendezvous in Ridgley. . . .
That is when they're, not looking at each other. No
wonder the Pi Phi's have termed them the "honey-mooners"Bob Krieder came home from Monticello a week ago
minus his Beta pin, and now he's trying to make us
believe he lost it in a pile of hay. However, he isn't
the only one who seems to have found interest on the
Monticello campus. Murch and Red Jolley are both plan¬
ning return trips.
The return of Esty Fraunfelder and Chuck Lyons to
St. Louis just about makes last year's prize puzzle a perrenial. Esty still has a Phi Delt pin. Question? Is it
one of Chuck's three pins or does it belong to someone
else, tl all adds up to everyone's confusion.

The traditional pinnings have gone a litle beserk this
month, such as the "dark horse" who up and won May
Ruester's heart . . . her new Beta pin belongs to Bill
Jack, Westminster. . . . Our condolences, Dekker . . . and
again we wonder if Bob needs our sympathy. He and
Mary Watson seem to be the Quad Shop's newest and
best customers.
It seems that Jack Bruniga is still happy over the fact
that Jane Trampe really meant it when she handed Bucky
Miller's Phi Delt pin back, and just imagine his delight
when she accepted his TKE pin.
We don't get it. . . . Why have Frank Bubb and Jordan
Singleton gotten so "buddy-buddy" of late, especially
with the same aim in mind?
We hear that Katie Sparks has been asking about
Davie (Hughes) in all of her latest letters, and an old
question comes to mind . • . Does absence make the heart
grow fonder. Our answer is "Yes."
Here's a story that should encourage the hearts of
any of you love-lorn readers who are yearning for last
year's love ... of it goes to prove it can happen here.
Charlie French and Ann Hennigan, who haven't seen
much of each other since way back last winter, are now
at long last making up for lost time.
"Moonlight and Roses" is Stupp and Kohl's new theme
song. We hear there's a good story behind it, which may
account for the fact that Betty has been wearing a rose
in her hair lately.
"Up in the Air", or "Wings over Washington"- Dottie
Friday is proudly displaying William's wings . . . Wini
Jones, Gamma1 Phi, waits for news from England and a
certain R. A. F. Pilot. . . . Margaret Harrell, Alpha Chi's

Is the Klippel and Mason really Klippel and Mason, or
is it Klippel and Klippel? Trudy Griese, Delta Gamma,
is counting the days until Christmas . . • and we don't
mean shopping days. . . . Verne Purvines is coming
home for the holidays.
Dean Maize is playing Santa Claus at Pensacola and
Chicago this Christmas vacation, for she plans to visit
both places. We know the reasons are not to fill stock¬
ings and trim trees.
This Season's Gamma Phi Line-Up.
Eleanor Abbot
and Ed Wright; Freda Wolken and Arthur Low; Louise
Hilmer and John Murrell; Betty Moline and Bill Weisert;
Bobbie Davis and Bob Huffstot; Audrey Jordan and George
Nelson; The Sustitution: Kay Reardon is taking someone's
place with Harry Davis.
Shirly Settle and Johnny Lewis don't spend their spare
time studying together. . . . The Delta Gamma's are
convinced that "this is the real thing".
The Sigma Chi's are looking for Love . . . referring
of course to Don Adams, Jack Lewis and Alice Jane.
The fishing season is over, but Betty Mills is casting
her line again . - . this time it's a Beta who seems to
be swallowing it up, hook, line and sinker . . .
Poor Ole Andy Carver, following the example of oldtimer Pete Mara, always on the search for "the True
Love". Blonde or Brunette, it makes no difference. The
blonde being Tink Kramer; the brunette, Gloria Eisner.
Any time that Bill Cassilly will give up a free ticket
to the military ball to go to McMurray college to see
a certain editor, you can make sure it's not all on,
Hatchet Business. Just another out-come of the A. C. Pconvention . . . bless it . . .
Mittie Jane Sloan and Frank Grindler are still twoing
it. . • . Frank, however, is getting a little worried lately
about the wolves down at Givens.
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Sam Lambert, T. K. E., editor of student life, took an
off-campus date to the Military Ball. Tsk. Tsk. The
D. G.'s won't love you any more, Sammy. However Sam
did take Janet Appell, D. G., to the A. C. P- ball at
the Statler, so maybe this one slip will be overlooked.
While we're on the subject of Student Life editors, that
"nasty man", Charley French, took Ann Hennigan to the
ball. Ann should be getting wise to that French guy
by now. We've known it all along, it's a secret, but
we'll tell you, shh, (he's got Eliotphobia).

ODDITIES of Campus Life: 1. Naomi Zwilling with a
beautiful black eye. 2. Chuck Lyons without a woman3. Cal East in "Buddy Day" clothes.
"Professor" Frank St. Cyr has been helping Joy Hackman, Theta Pledge, do her accounting problems recently.
It seems there's far more to it than a scholarly interest.
The Phi Delts are now calling Rumer, Bob . . . What's
the matter? Didn't he live up to his nick name?
The wolf is always waiting at the door - . . When
Herbie Keller, Sigma Nu, stepped out of the picture with
Zeta Radcliff, in stepped Gene O'Rourke.
Bill Hutton is having his troubles . . . and all because
he wants to date two Pi Phi's at the same time . . .
Barbara Zumwinkle and Gene Meyer.
Just a last word of encouragement for those upperclas;
women who are worrying about the "Sophomore Slump",
the "Junior Jolt", and the "Senior shelf" . . • Doi't give
up . . . Casanova Charlie Duke still seems to be playing
the whole field . . . Give him time, he's-bound to get
to you soon . . .
Teke pledge, Joe Steib, and D. G. pledge Gloria House
have a mutual interest in each other. Another Teke
pledge, Walter Allen, and Alpha Chi's Elaine Fifield
look like a steady combination. At last report Jack Schoon¬
over, T. K. E., was still definitely playing the field.
Sandy Snyderman, T. K- E. is still battling S. N. com¬
petitors for the attention of Kappa pledge Mary Ann
Neher. Teke Jim Owen's interest in Jean Bradshaw,
Gamma Phi, is more than a passing fancy, while Teke
Barry Hyndman is reported in the fight to the finish
against the Theta Xis. Mona Shuttleworth, Gamma Phi
freshie, is the bone of contention.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MILITARY BALL.
The Military Ball was bigger and better this year than
last year, because of the current interest.
No corsages, the Military Department commanded this
year as usual, but as usual, most every girl was decor¬
ated with some sort of flowers, and those who were not
felt shorted. However, the corsages helped to add to
the gaiety of the Ball, which was much bigger and better
than last year. Art Jarrett's orchestra, which is some¬
thing new to Washington U. student dances, played from
a decorated platform at the south side of the Armory, from
nine until one o'clock.
At nine-thirty Kay Morton and Bill Durney interviewed
the retiring colonel, Jean Wenzlick, Major Stewart, and
this year's honorary officers, on a broadcast over WIL.
The coronation, which followed a silent drill by the Drill
Team, included the introduction of last year's honorary
officers followed by the presentation of the officers for
1942. Marjorie Johanning, Mary Ruester, Harriet Lloyd,
Dorothy Todd, Betty Halliday, and Jean Wenzlick, the
retiring officers, presented the capes and caps to the new
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officers. Gery Forrestal, Pat Wolf, Betty Sprague and
Ann Netherland are the new captains, Alice Jane Love
is the new major, and Mittie Jane Sloan, colonel. During
the evening, Chuck Stewart sang two songs with the or¬
chestra.
Dot Trembly wore a blue net formal with blue sequins
at the neckline and around the bodice. The bodice was
tight-fitting and the skirt was very full.
Jackie Davis wore a dinner dress with a black skirt
and white Princess bodice caught at each side of the
neck with a rhinestone clip.
Marjorie Johanning wore white satin with a rhinestone
trimmed midriff.
Geraldine Forrestal, one of the incoming captains, wore
a very heavy white taffeta formal with a Princess bodice
and a full skirt with a wide taffeta band at the top. The
material was figured with a large pattern, and the bodice
was trimmed with a white sequin design.
Helen Hofsommer wore a green and white formal with
green bodice and green and white vertically striped skirt
with a gold thread running through the white stripe.
Alice Jane Love, this year's major, had on a white
formal with a huge white net skirt and white satin bodice.
The neckline was outlined with a row of rhinestones.
Lois Ann Chiles' dinner dress was of red velvet, trim¬
med with a Chinese pattern of gold sequins.
Tink Kramer's formal was a combination of blue net
and black taffeta, the bodice being of black and the
skirt and a ruffle at the neckline being blue net. Tink
wore a blue ornament in her hair.
Betty Lee Underwood wore a formal of blue and black,
trimmed with several rows of blue ruffling and caught
with blue clusters.
Eloise Engle wore a formal of blue marquisette with
gold sequin straps.
Barbara Zumwinkle wore a dinner dress of aqua with
a very full tulle skirt and aqua lame bodice with elbowlength sleeves.

4— Clauser—Maloney—W armbler—W eb er
5— Toensfeldt—Burns.
6— Marcella Oberman—Bill Spoor.

1 —Sprague—Schmidt.
2— Hughes—Dickson.
3— Hilger—Inky Hartlob.
7—Sounds interesting.
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HA!

PUNGENT PIPE PUTS
PA IN PICKLE
—but he’s out of the dog house now!

LOOKS LIKE THE FINISH! One
wallop and that smelly old briar
will be no more! What’s the
neighbor saying? "Switch to a
mild tobacco like Sir Walter.”

LOOKS LIKE THE START of a
happy ending. Ma’s in love with
Sir Walter’s mellow fragrance.
And Pa’s delighted with the cool,
rich flavor of this burley blend.

John was born in 1900.
The family was proud of him.
Kindergarten was proud of him.
Grade school was proud of himHigh school was proud of him.
College was proud of him.
John was an engineer.
John obtained a good position.
It was in a factory.
There were two hundred men un¬
der him.
They carried out his instructions.
The draftsman put John's idea on
paper.
The lawyer patented it.
The designer streamlined itThe laborers sweated over it.
The craftsmen tooled it.
The union struck over it.
The nation worried over it.
And the clergy blessed it.
Finally the great day came.
The product was finished.
The mechanism was examined.
The content was weighed.
The machinery was oiled.
All was ready.
The test was on.
Thirty officials were on hand.
John was on pins and needles.
The work of two hundred men was
held in his hand.
It was a finished product.
It had a switch.
John threw the switch.
Then John threw the object.
The thirty officials ran.
Then there was a loud explosion.
Then there was nothing.
Then John laughed.
It was a hand grenade.
Begin again.
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JIM (continued)

It was only a short walk from the
hotel to the nearest jewelers, and Jim
didn't mind the snow. Especially
since he had on his hiking boots
and corded knee-breeches. Jim never
did much hiking, as his rotund figure
would attest, but he liked to put on
the appearance of a man of the great
out-doors.
Jim stopped for a mement before
the window to glance at the varied
assortment of necklaces, watches and
rings on display. Then he pushed
open the door and entered.
"What can I do for you today, Sir?
We have a fine selection of silver
and costume jewelry.”
Costume jewelry! Jim snoted. The
man was trying to insult him- The
jeweler immediately sensed he had
made an error.
"But of course, if you want some¬
thing really nice for the lady friend,
perhaps, we have ..."
Jim cut him off. "Nothing of the
sort—just a cross and a chain—for
my mother.”
Today was the day after Christ¬
mas and the New Year was less than
a week away. Jim couldn't put up
with "Horse Fly” for another year—
and by that time—who could tell—
there might be another Ethel, for Jim
was not in "Horse Fly's" class, no—
not yet.

Chester Tanaka.

KEEP OUT Of THE DOG HOUSE
WITH SIR WALTER

MY HEART BELONGS TO DADDY
This NEW Cellophane *
tape seals flavor in,
brings you tobacco
100% factory-fresh!

My heart belonged to Daddy,
But daddy went away.
The army called my daddy.
Now I'm out to make some hay
The guy I met the other night
Was minus teeth and hair.
He used to be a good hog caller
In the annual country fair.
Never daunted
And sauntered
In the midst of
His glass eye

Tune in UNCLE WALTER’S DOG HOUSE

Every Friday night—NBC Red Network
Prizes for your “Dog House’’ experience

I tried again,
out to dine.
our rejoicing,
fell in my wine.

My failing spirits soon revived,

I was escorted out to dance.
During a hot rug-cutter number,
He developed St. Vitus dance.

Sold in ihe Quad Shop
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MUSIC

PLATTER-PATTER

During the last few years many of the most popular
songs have been those based on works by famous com¬
posers of classical music. Wagner and Tschaikowsky
have had the "great" honor of being first on the Hit
Parade. Hearing masterpieces distorted and then beaten
out by dance bands seems to be popular with the ma¬
jority of people but to lovers of great music it is tortureThose for this practice say that if it were not for these
popular songs, millions of people would never hear and
enjoy the great melodies. Others take a middle ground,
as Deems Taylor does, saying that making popular songs
of the classics does good by bringing such works to the
masses. They maintain that the songs will die in a few
months and that the masterpieces will go on giving pleas¬
ure without having been hurt. Vladimir Golschmann
in an interview for a St. Louis paper recently denounced
the use of masterpieces by dance bands. Arthur Ru¬
binstein, who appeared with the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra a few weeks ago, recorded the best selling
Tschaikowsky Piano Concerto, the opening theme of which
is ground out from coast to coast on juke boxes as a
dance tune. When asked what he thought of such adap¬
tations of classical pieces, Rubinstein answered, "It's like
going in the park and spitting on the flowers." I asked
Oscar Levant his opinion on this subject in an inter¬
view on November 15 when he was in St. Louis appear¬
ing as symphony soloist. He thinks that if the public
wants these arrangements, they will have them no matter
what anyone says. Personally, he can't stand them.
Musicians think arrangements of the old masters as
dance tunes are terrible. Why?
For one thing the
original melodies are distorted, the key is changed, and
the time is revised (the Tschaikowsky Concerto is in %
time and we dance to it as a fox-trot). The pieces are
then played and played and played until everyone is
sick to death of them and can't even stand the original
versions. The only thing that can be said for these
arrangements is that through them the masses get to
know some of the great compositions. The main trou¬
ble is that in the process, all too often, the work is
ruined altogether. We have hundreds of song writers
in this country. Let them do their own composing and
leave the old masters in the symphony halls.
In this column we try to keep Washington students in¬
formed about music activities on campus, few as they
are- The University Chorus made a fine impression
singing for the Thanksgiving and Christmas Vesper Ser¬
vices in the Chapel and at the Dean's tea for high school
seniors.
One of their most impressive numbers is a
beautiful arrangement of that "seldom" heard Tschai¬
kowsky Concerto.

Tommy Dorsey scores his month's bulls-eye with his
recording of "Embraceable You” on Victor 27638. The
tempo is slow and the phrasing smooth. The "Pied Pi¬
pers" give their usual superb backing to a beautiful Jo
Stafford vocal on the first chorus. A modulation well
handled leads to the second chorus giving the ensemble
the number one position. Tommy's trombone stands
out in all its glory throughout the entire first chorus. Frank
Sinatra takes the second chorus, but its not up to his usual
standard. Put this down on your shopping list as a
"must."

The Parnassus Music Club is very active this year
with its monthly meetings and enlarged membership.
The program of the November meeting consisted of French
music on records. Charles Hensley, co-chairman of the
group, gave a short description of compositions by De¬
bussy, Ravel, Franck, Chausson, and Saint-Seans. At
the December meeting Miss Beatrice Knetzger, St. Louis
pianist, gave a piano recital featuring works by Bach,
Mendelssohn, Chopin, Liszt, Debussy, and Ravel.

•

•

•

—

Beta (Looking at decollete evening gown): "You could
show a little more discretion."
She: "You men are never satisfied-”

Top honors do definitely fall to the man with the trom¬
bone, T. D., for his fine recording of "On the Alamo” on
Victor 27578. His trombone again has the lead on the
first thirty-two bars. The band modulotes to the second
chorus giving the sax sections the lead. Be sure to no¬
tice this—its some of the section's best work ever put on
wax. Buddy Rich, the T. D. drummer-man, plays some
fine solid drums, backing some excellent brass figures—
notice especially his base drum beat and the way it
breaks up the rhythm. It definitely is okay. The flip-over,
"Swingin' on Nuthing” is in a solid two-four tempo and
surely will give all the hep-cats a thrill. The record, how¬
ever, is monotonous and is named correctly. Very few
chords are used and its only the tunes solid kick and
beat that carries it through.
"Record Session" on Columbia 36399 really rocks with
a solid four. Columbia's policy of signing name bands
to make records has pulled them from the red and put
them in the black with a capital "B". Harry James' record
of the above is at a medium tempo and hits a mean
groove—he entire song built on a two measure lick, but
sporting some great brass unison. James rides the beam
for twenty-four bars, being followed by some great tom¬
tom work by Mickey Schrima, who incidently was coached
in his drumming by the late Chick Webb. A fade-out
ending takes the tune to a dramatic finish. "Nuthin.. " on
the other side is another kick tune played in two-four
time and at a slower tempo. James plays some great
muted horn in the first chorus, but later, after taking out
the mute, the band begins to kick. The ending is marred
by some sloppy brass work, but don't let this stop you
from hearing the record—it is good.

Now that Thanksgiving and the Military Ball are things
of the past it seems that everyone is dashing into As You
Like It for Christmas stuff. It's the best place in town to
see all the people coming home from the East for the
Holidays and to catch up on local gossip.
Speaking of gossip—the other day we asked Mary Jane
Monnig for a little and she whispered that two certain
fellas are giving two certain girls Christmas presents—
one a huge stuffed panda at least three feet high. The
other gift is a toy dog, simply enormous, with freckled
nose, blue ears and polka dots all over. But she agrees
with us that records are a lot better.
—BILL KOHL

•

•

•

—

The hum of conversation when a party of women get
together usually means that someone is going to get
stung.
—Exchange.
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DID YOU KNOW THAT—
"The best time to see a model home is when the family
is away."
"A shoulder strap is responsible for keeping an at¬
traction from becoming a sensation."
"Many co'ed's hearts are on fire because a fraternity
brother has money to burn."
"Co-eds are nowadays like an old home—painted in
front and shingled in back, and nothing in the attic."
"A Co-ed's motto is 'Every man for herself'."
—Froth.
An enemy, I know, to all
Is wicked, wicked alcohol.
The good Book, tho, commanded me
To learn to love mine enemy.
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An eccentric millionaire ordered a custom-built auto¬
mobile that would go 175 miles per hour.
When the car was delivered to his home, he decided
to go out on a lonely road and see whether the car
could really go 175 miles per hour.
He started cruising at about 65. In his mirror he saw
a motorcycle cop following him. Now was the time for
him to have some fun with the cop. He hit 70 and the
patrolman was still on his trail. Then 75, and the cop
still followed close behind.
The tycoon then pressed the gas pedal to the floor,
and like a bat out of hell, shot ahead at 175 miles per
hour.
He spent the rest of the afternoon galivanting all over
Long Island.
At night when he was returning home, he came to the
approximate spot of his afternoon escapade. A ghastly
sight met his eyes- The motorcycle was wrapped around
a tree, and the policeman was curled up in a pool of
blood, sighing his last sighs.
The wealthy wack inquired what had happened.
The cop replied, "When you were going 60, 65, and
even 75, I kept up with you pretty well, but then when
you hit 175 and shot away from me, I thought I was
standing still, so I got off my motorcycle."
—Varieties.

IT'S A FACT THAT—
—there are lots of couples who don't pet in parked
cars—in fact, the woods are full of them.
—a closet is a place in which a co-ed keeps most
of her clothes when she's dressed up.
-—If a diplomat says "yes” he means "maybe".
If he says "maybe" he means "no."
But if he says "no" he's no diplomat.
If a lady says "no" she means "maybe."
If she says "maybe" she means "yes."
But if she says "yes" she's no lady.
—love is like a poker game—it takes a pair to open,
she gets a flush, he shows diamonds, and it ends with a
full house.
—love is the only game that isn't postponed on account
of darkness.
—the human brain is certainly a wonderful organ. It
starts functioning the minute you get up and never stops
working until you get in quiz section. All of which sounds
sensible, seems sensible, but in reality is damn serious.
—Compiled from several dozen college comics.

ELIOT
STAFF

With MAUREEN O’HARA
it’s Chesterfield for Christmas
She is appearing in the
20th Century-Fox Production
"HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY"

Here are your Milder Better-Tasting
Chesterfields again ... in the most attractive, up-to-theminute Christmas gift package of the year.
Buy them for the folks at home ... send them to your friends
and don’t forget to mail them to the boys in the Service.

YOU CAN’T BUY

BETTER CIGARETTE

